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INTRODUCTION

I have two objectives in rr.ina for this first talk in

the session on fuel reprocessing, present and future. First,

assuming that many of you do not have a comprehensive technical

background in nuclear fuel reprocessing, I will structure

my remarks to provide a brief description of this subject,

and thus help set the stage for the following presentations.

Secondly,. I hope to show you that, while reprocessing is

desireable and doable using the technology that now exists,

many improvements are being developed that can greatly

enhance the reprocessing portion of the nuclear fuel cycle,

and thus the reliability of nuclear energy as a long-term

supply, I will do this by describing, in general terms,

some of the present developments. These are mainly directed

at the reprocessing of breeder reactor fuels, but the

applications to light-water reactor fuel reprocessing in

advanced plants are many. The now developments, in large

degree, come about from the application of a totally new
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U.o. Dep*rtirent of finergy under Contract No. ?/-7405-eng-26
with Union Carbide Corporation.



concept for reprocessing, what I will call advanced reprocessing,

that involves totally remote operation and maintenance. To

prove this concept, a succession of pilot-scale demonstration

facilities of increasing sophistication are planned for the

future, with commercial application of these improvements

probably not occurring until sometime after the year 2000.

I.A. TECHNICAL REASONS F03 REPROCESSING

There are several good technical reasons for reprocessing

spent nuclear reactor fuel, and I will briefly describe three

of them.

0 SLIDE 1

Since only a few percent of the fuel charged to a reactor

is consumed before fission products accumulate to ac extent

that lowers efficiency to an unacceptable level, it is

technically sensible to reprocess the spent fuel and recover

the unfissioned fuel materials. In the case of light-water

reactors, this material is enriched uranium which has been

obtained at considerable expense through the gaseous diffusion

enrichment process and which represents a finite and depletable

resource.

Secondly, the fission product wastes are isolated and

concentrated by the reprocessing system and can be solidified

and suitably containerized for terminal storage. Unreprocessed

fuel represents a large volume of wnste material, not

conveniently stor-sble in retreivable forr., and not practical

for terminal storage because cf its intrinsic energy value.
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In the ca?e of breeder reactors: , the spent fuel contains

plutonium which has been bred into the fuel and represents a

renewable resource. Again, fission product, wastes are

isolated and concentrated by reprocessing and can be solidified

for storage. And again, the unreprocessed fuel has intrinsic

energy value which should be exploited rather than stored as

a waste. The benefits of a breeder reactor are only realized

by recovering the plutoniuc1 for purification and recycle

back to the reactor.

Thirdly, plutonium and enriched uranium in spent fuel

are potentially useable for nuclear weapons. Recycling these

materials for consumption in pover reactors is regarded by

many to be the safest disposal technique.

0 SLIDE OFF

I.B. ECONOMIC REASONS FOR REPROCESSING

There are also economic considerations, while not fully

understood, that have a bearing on the applications of

reprocessing technology. Many studies have addressed the

costs of light-water reactor reprocessirg and have attempted

to convert these to a cost impact on nuclear-genera ted

electrical power. Let me just say that reprocessing is not

cheap, and the cost benefit, as compared to alvvnvs usinr; new

fuel on a once-through-the-reactor basis, is at best carginal

in today's warket. I know of no study, however, that hr.s

succeeded in taking the grand view of assessirg the overall

cost benefit of reprocessing for light-water reactors,



including the elements of a depletion allowance for uranium

reserves, comparative costs for the various waste storage

forms, and nuclear safeguards implications.

No matter the outcome of cost benefit studies, as natural

energy resources become depleted, light-water reactor

reprocessing must become economical. In addition, an acute

shortage of plutonium for breeder reactors will probably

require light-water reactor reprocessing to provide this

strategic material. The reprocessing of breeder fuel, of

course, is essential for the benefits of this reactor concept

to be realized.

II. PAST EXrEHIEITCE

For just a brief review of past reprocessing experience,

note that commercial fuel reprocessing has occurred successfully

in the United States at the Nuclear Fuel Services plant in

We.st Valley, New York, now closed because of environmental

and operational obsolescence difficulties. New plants have

been constructed at Morris, Illinois, and st Sarnwell, South

Carolina, but have not operated because of either start-up

problems in the case of the Morris plant or unfavorable

governmental policies toward reprocessing in the case of the

Barnvell plant. The Bsrnwell plant, however, trey yet operate

now that these policies have been reversed. Reprocessing of

defense fuels has occurred and is continuing at several

government facilities.

All United States reprocessing facilities have been

constructed or operated with technology that was largely



developed in the 1950's and earlier. This is proven, demonstrated

technology, but is deficient in the areas of plant flexibility

and availability, environmental protection, and operator

exposure, in comparison with what can be achieved with st?3te-

of-the-art technology.

Great Eritain, Germany, France, and J?pan all operate

small reprocessing facilities using much United States

technology that is largely 20 to 30 years old, but modestly

updated in ways to enhance environmental protection, operator

safety, and plant reliability. A slo'wdcm in the international

reprocessing development effort has paralleled a similar trend

in the United. States during a period of adverse United States

governmental policy in this area. Foreign initiatives to

significantly improve the technology appear to be few and only

where immediate application can occur in an operating facility.

Significant interest is continuing, however, in the loner-range

developments that are active and planned in the United States.

In spite of many words that hevs been voiced paying that the

rest of the world is passing us by, the fact of the matter is

that the United States is still viewed as a leader in fuel

reprocessing, both with respect to its evolving technology

and to the policies within which it is applied. The only

real difference is that several countries are going ahe?d and

appljr.ing existing demonstrated technology in small plants

while we wrestle with the problems of doing this versus the

costs and uncertainties of developing much improved processes.



III. JUSTIFICATION FOR ADVANCED REPROCESSING R&D

The United States is active in a program to significantly

advance the technology, drawing on past experience, and

planning for a reprocessing capability that can be used well

into the next century. This is being done in the Consolidated

Fuel Reprocessing Program, a Department of Energy funded effort,

itojor management of the program is headquartered in a Technical

-Venagement Center at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, but the

development efforts are carried out at Savannah River Laboratory,

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, General Atomic Company and other subcontractors,

as well as at Oak Ridge.

Improvements in reliability and maintainability, and thus

plant availability, are a central part of the United States

program. This is to be accomplished through a number of

totally new equipment and piocess component concepts, but

more importantly from the application of a new overall design

philosophy called REMOTEX. This philosophy features totally

remote operation and maintenance and includes the ability to

remotely replace components or modules of several components.

Environmental protection will be fissured through new process

steps that extensively trest off-gases before discharge,

convert waste liquids to solid forns for transport and/or

storage, and minimize process upsets through the application

of state-of-the-art instrumentation find control technology.

These same instrumentation concepts will help provide enhanced

safeguards by maintaining tight controls or. process inventory



and material accountability. Personnel exposure will be

minimized as a result of the REMGTEX concept; in fact, a

maximum operator exposure that is at least a factor of 1C

less than that currently allowable has been established as

a design goal.

These new developments, to be successful, involve

technical research and development activities to upgrade

deficient areas of previous technology in wjays that are

compatible with the HSKOTEX concept. The technical aspects

of current developments touch on every process step.

IV. TECHNICAL ASFECTS OF CUHRENT REPROCESSING DEVEIOPiVSKT

0 SLIDE J

This slide shows a very simplified overall flowsheet

for reprocessing. The rest of my remarks will describe

current technical developments within this framework. For

each operation, I will briefly describe how it has been done,

and then describe advanced developments. Note the mainline

process steps, how the off-gas treatment systems fit in, and

the source of the various waste materials for further processing.

Fuel reprocessing begins with the receipt of the spent

fuel at the reprocessing plant where the fuel is stored,

with appropriate cooling to allow for the decay of short-lived

fission products. For light-water reactor fuel, the out-of-

reactor cooling time has characteristically beer, in excers of

one ye^r and frequently a.c long as five years.

The receiving and storage area of nn advanced plant

rust accommodate breeder reactor fuel shipped in licuid sodiun
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rather than a gaseous coolant. This area must also have

to remove adhering sodium from the fuel prior to the mechanical

heac\-end operations. A modern facility will have the

flexibility to handle a greater variety of fuel types,

burnups, and cooling times, all remotely, using remotely

maintainable and replaceable components. Concepts for these

systems are now being formed or are under development.

Fuel is then cropped to separate end hardware, and

disassembled from the fuel element corfiguration, The fuel

pins are chopped into short lengths (1 to 5 inches) either

individually or in bundles, and chopped fuel is placed in a

dissolver vessel where nitric acid is used to dissolve the

actual fuel material from the metal cladding tubes. These

operations ara generally called the necbanical head-end.

The resulting fuel solution contains unfissioued uranium,

dissolved fission products including plutonium, and particles

of insoluble fission products and clad^irg fragments.

The mechanical head-end of an adv.-.need plant rrust have

the same flexibility to handle various fuel types, burnups,

and cooling times as indicated for the receiving and storage

area. Current development adr.resses modular fuel disaeperrbly

and chopping systems as well as a totally new ar/1 continuous

dissolver system. A new step has been devnlopec to sub.iect

breeder fuel to a.i oxidative hent treatment after shearing

for the purpose of releasing tritium to the of.f-ras sypts.w,

but its application in a demonstration plant is currently in

question.
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This slide shows a concept for a modular disassembly

machine for breeder fuel. End hardware will be cropped and

the outer wrapper of the fuel element will be cut using B

laser technique.

0 SLICE 5

The laser cutting tests are being performed as shown

here „

0 SLIDE 6

This slide shcvs the modular shear concept. As with

other head-end equipment, it can be repaired remotely or

individual modules can be replaced. This unit is now being

fabricated for demonstration testing.

0 SLIDE 7

This is the continuous rotary dissolver. By operating

on P continuous rather than a b?trh basis, better control of

off-gas evolution car. b3 obtained P?d complete rinsing of

metal fragments is possible following dissolution of the fuel

Heau loads and high plutonium cor.ter.t-s of breeder fuels

complicate these operations and. require special design

considerations.

0 SLILE 8

In the feed preparation step, the nitric &cid fuel

solution from the dissoiver is clarified by filtration or

centrifr.gation and adjusted in concentration to prepare feed

for the subsequent chemical deco.ntarirntion and purification

steps. T-vo-phfl.ce liquid-liquid countercurrent solvent
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extraction is still the essential heart of fuel reprocessing.

The classical Purex process uses tributyl phosphate as an

extractant dissolved in a kerosene or dodecane diluent. In

sequential operations, the uranium and plutonium are extracted

into the organic phase, leaving behind the nonextractable

fission products, and partitioned, by selectively stripping

the plutcnium either completely or partially. Partial

partitioning is frequently referred to as coprocessing

because the uranium and plutonium are never completely

separated. Finally, the uranium is stripped from the organic

phase in the case of classical Purex. For the coprocessing

case, mixed uraniur and plutonium are stripped. Additional

solvent extraction cycles consisting of extraction and

stripping serve to further decontaminate the fuel constituent?

and provide pure nitrate products in a dilute nitric acid

solution. The solvent contacts have traditionally been

performed in pulsed sieve-plate columns or mixer-settlers.

Centrifugal mixer-settlers having higher performance

characteristics hnve been demonstrated at Savannah River to

offer certain advantages over the more traditional contactors.

For an advanced plant, the solvent extraction feed

preparation step becomes much more critical if centrifugal

contactors are used with breeder reactor fuels hecpuse of the

need to clarify the feed to a bifjh degree while removing a

much greater quantity of insoluble materials. Research in

this area is difficult because only by working with actual

dissolver solid residues can meaningful data be acquired.

The transport and handling of these solids tc a waste processing
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operation is another challenging developmental topic.

0 SLIDE 9

Solvent extraction operations are being improved through

the application of new optimized chemical flowsheets in

newly developed advanced centrifugal mixer-settler contactors,

These contactors offer the advantages of rapid throughput per

unit size, thus low liquid residence time. This, in turn,

lessens the radiation exposure and degradation of the organic

phase and can allow rapid process adjustment to varying feed

stream conditions. The objective is to produce a better

quality product during a longer portion of a reprocessing

campaign.

0 SLIDE 10

Purified uranium, plutoniurr, or nixed solutions can be

converted into oxides for new fuel preparation by a variety

of means. Oxide powders have been produced from oxalate

prejipitation, by sol-gel techniques, cr by direct thermal

denitration in a rotary kiln.

Conversion of purified nitrate solutions of uranium and

plutonium to mixed-oxide products for the breeder program is

being developed by applying the Cak Ridge developed sol-gel

r recess for uranium. In. this process, an ammonia donor and

a complexing agent are irixed with the nitrate solutions at

low tecperature to form a broth. Gelation of broth droplets

then occurs in a heated immiscible liquid. The wet gel

spheres pre collected, washed, and dried to ntrict final

properties. These spheres can be pressed into pellets for
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use in fuel refabrication. An essential goal of this work is

to provide mixed-oxide materials that are homogenous and that

will dissolve completely in nitric acid, thus maximizing the

eese of dissolution when the fuel is again reprocessed.

0 SLIDE 11

This slide shows a stroboscopic view of the sol-^el drcps

as they are forrced from a vibrating nozzle.

0 SLICE 12

Cff-gases from various reprocessing steps must be collected

for treatment. The principle soarces are fission gases collected

during fuel pin chopping, dissolver off-gases which contain

additional fission gases and nitrogen oxides, and vapors irov

feed adjustment, solvent extraction, end product conversion

operations. These collected gases are treated to remove

hazardous and noxious constituents by using various unit

operations that may include filtration, adsorption, and

absorption.

Off-gas processing has advanced greatly in recent years.

Technical developments h-ave included liquid scrubbers for

nitrogen oxides and radioactive iodine removal, solid adsorbents

for radioactive iodine and c^rbnr. coTpounds, ^nd liquid

absorbents for selected off-gas constituents. Silver-substituted

zeolites have beer improved for icdine retention and now allow

\ rtually complete utilization of <"he silver, tbu'5 lov; cr>st.

The refrigerant dichloroiUfluoro-ethine h---p beer used to

selectively absorb radioacfive krypton and xerjn fxor off-gases.

The process provides a large cer.eentntion factor for these
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noble gases which can then be stripped from the refrigerant

and suitably fixed in a metal matrix or bottled as compressed

gases for storage. All acceptable off-gas treatment processes

will result in solid waste products for storage or will provide

streams that can be recycled within the plant.

Liquid wastes frorr solvent extraction raffinates and other

sources are normally concentrated for on-site storage or can be

solidified in ceramic matrices and containerized for shipment

to a repository. Solid hardware wastes can be compacted and

containerized, for shipment. Although other programs have

responsibility for these wastes, advanced nuclear fuel

reprocessing plants must incorporate tte appropriate conversion

steps. .4 very real working interface must be established

between these companion programs. As it becomes clear what

types of nuclear waste storage media are acceptable, the waste

storage forms will become defined, and processes tc convert

reprocessing wastes to those forms will have tc be developed.

0 SLIDE 15

Finally, facility and equipment concepts are being-

developed as part of the REJ/OTSX design philosophy. Individual

process components and modules ^ust be remotely repairable or

replaceable. This means that remote tooling must be developed

to perform these jobs, and in fact tools to repair the tcolir.*:.

This is the nuclear equivalent of the field of robotics, where

the dexterity of ir.an is provided in a radiation resistant forr,

capable of being directed to a work location, and then

performing work.
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0 SLIDE 14

As part of this development, the transmission of data,

operating control signals, and even tbree-dinensional views

of the process and equipment through heavy shieloing walls

is necessary.

0 SLIDE 15

The collection and analysis of process samples can occur

in a sirrilar fashion, as shown here in a concept of a reirote

sampling vehicle that collects process samples for transport

to an analysis area. Since no san-.ple lines penetrate the

shielding walls, significant safety and safeguards advantages

sre obtained with respect to potential operator exposure,

material accountability and containment, and surveillance.

0 SUDS 16

Success in these efforts will mean that reprocessing

plant operation can occur from distant control rooirs where

there is little probability that man can become exposed to

unnecessary radiation.

The future for United States reprocessing will continue

to be tied to government policy, the health of the nuclear

power reactor industry, and the overall energy supply ara

demand situation. The present United States proprrar, which

has been in place for nearly a decade, has s goal of providing

the best 'technology for reprocessing that is consistent with

reasonable -snvironxental an'.! eccnoric constraints. To ensure

thnt these mechanical and chemical steps -.vill perfcrc as

intended, a sequential and reasoned pathv.ay has been planne
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which hopefully will continue to be followed.

0 SLIDE 17

First, the various processing steps will be operated

together, in concert, with engineering-scale equipment of a

size that can be scaled to commercial size with confidence.

These components will be equipped for re.-rote operation and

maintenance, although in this configuration no actual

irradiated fuel will be used. This is a ladioactively cold

pilot plant. We call it the Integrated Equipment Test facility,

aud it is nearing completion in Cak Ridge. The scale will be

0.5 t/d. In this facility, a large, simulated, remote

reprocessing cell will house a disassembly-shear machine for

either light-water reactor or breeder reactor fuol geometries,

a rotary continuous dissolver, and one cycle of solvent

extraction utilizing a new generation of centrifugal contactors.

Over the next five years, advanced remote hardware tools will

be added to the basic devices now existing.

0 SLIDE 10

Secondly, a radioactively hot pilot plant is planned as

a logical follow-on. It will elso be built, tested, and

opera'-ed at a 0.5 t/d capacity.. As presently envisioned,

this may be either a stand-alone facility as shown here in

conceptual design, or if the government buys arid operates

the commercial light-water fuel reprocessing plant at

Barmvell, it cculd be a head-end add-on to that plant.

This pilot plant would reprocess fuel frorr the Clinch River

Breeder Keactor and fron the Fast Flux Test Facility in
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Washington state. We call it the Hot Experimental Facility,

but I understand that a new name may be generated.

Finally, through formal technical exchange agreements

with other countries, we hope to keep abreast of the

reprocessing experience and developments around the world.

By trading details of our new equipment and facility concepts

for actual operating experience and data being obtained in

the foreign reprocessing operations, the potential exists for

incorporating new and improved processing concepts into the

cold Integrated Equipment Test and hot pilot plant facilities,

which are both designed as flexible test and demonstration

facilities. We currently have such an agreement with Great

Britain, and soon hope to have similar arrangements with Japan

end Aest Germany.
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